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PARAGAN COMPANY
We are a manufacturer of commercial vehicle bodies for entire Europe with a tradition for more than 30 years. The superstructures
are flatbed, a box, refrigerated ones, freezers and for bakers. Our flagship is the Eurobox superstructure, which stands out in the
light commercial vehicle category (3.5 t)
Our priority is not only to keep the leading position among major manufacturers in Europe, but also the further development of the
company. The implementation of state-of-art technologies, product innovation, and continuous improvement of employee qualifications are the parts of our know-how. We currently employ more than 100 satisfied employees.
Our superstructures are characterized by a sophisticated design, a long-term reliability and a technical quality. We focus on passengers’ comfort and safety transport. We involve our customers directly into the development process of our products. Customers are
a constant source of improvement, innovations and great ideas for us.
The PARAGAN brand has been already well-known in the world, we deliver our products to 20 European countries by means of Paragan dealers’ network, which has been continuously growing due to increasing demand of our brand.

EUROBOX SAVES YOUR TIME AND MONEY
The Eurobox is the new flagship of the Paragan Company, uniquely offerning benefits like extremely high payload, enormous transport
capacity, low floor height and all this requiring only a Class B driver’s licence. The versatile Eurobox offer many additional options that
enable the vehicle to adopt to the specific needs of your business. It is ideal for both domestic and international transport and can be
fitted with a sleeping cabin.

ULTRA LIGHT&SOLID
Compared to standard vans, the Eurobox is made of special ultra-light
and highly resistant material, that signiﬁcantly reduces the weight
of the vehicle and increases the payload.
The ecological construction material is highly resistant to chemicals,
abrasion and scratching, is not prone to corrosion or rot, and thus
quarantees a long service life. Vehicles ﬁtted with the Eurobox are in
the lightest commercial category up to 3.5 t.

payload of XL model up to

1250 kg
payload of XXL model up to

12O0 kg
* without driver and fuel

HIGH CAPACITY SPACE
The structural design of the Eurobox makes it possible to transport
extremely bulky loads in just one step trip. Designed with a low platform and 90° walls the Eurobox has excellent headroom that can be
used all the way to the ceiling. The low ﬂoor height makes loading
without equipment easy.
The low ﬂoor design makes it easy to handle freight. There is even a
passageway between the container and the driver’s cabin as well as
various types of side doors to ensure excellent access.

volume of XL model up to

19,5 m

3

volume of XXL model up to

25 m

3

STAND OUT!

BE UNIQUE!

Do you need to paint your Eurobox a speciﬁc
color? Would you like to have your company
name decaled on all or part of the vehicle?
Want to add your logo, advertis-ing or message for potential customers?

• Full-vehicle decal except cabin plastic
• Partial vehicle decal with cut-out graphics
• Painting of the entire vehicle except cabin
plastic
• Painting of cabin plastic
• Painting the container the same color as
the cabin (including luton)

No problem! Our qualiﬁed specialists will take
care of it. We will ﬁrst prepare your design,
approve it together, and then quickly get it
custom made.

MAKE YOURSELF UNMISSABLE

WE KNOW TIME IS MONEY
The spacious vehicle container lets you quickly transport multiple loads in a single trip. The lightened construction reduces fuel
consumption. The Eurobox comfortably ﬁts in the regular van category. You don’t have to pay extra tolls. Your high-way tax is lower.
Thanks to the sleeper addition you will save on expensive hotels. We ensure fast and reliable service through our dealers network.
All replacement parts are stocked in our warehouse. You will always be able to call an expert who can immediately help you.

EUROBOX XL
up to 3900 mm

Eurobox XL, which is in the standard van category, can in a single trip carry freight weighing up to 1250 kg, which can be loaded into
container space accommodating up to 19,5 m³. The overall size of the Eurobox XL makes it an excellent partner when making deliveries to busy urban areas or locations that are difﬁcult to reach. You can also easily transport bulkier freight to distant places. The
bed length of the freight space is 3,6 m on Renault Master and Opel Movano platforms, or 3,9 m on Fiat Ducato, Peugeot Boxer and
Citroën Jumper platforms. This Eurobox can also be ﬁtted with a trailer hitch to haul a trailer or a sleeper, where you can pleasantly relax on long trips. The low ﬂoor height of the Eurobox makes loading without the help of equipment easy. For more demanding
loads, the Eurobox XL can also be equipped with a vertical hydraulic lift to facilitate heavy loading.
The Eurobox IZO XL is similiar to the Eurobox ultralight XL. The difference is in the use of special insulating PU panels that make it
possible to transport food goods or medical materials. The heavier insulation panels reduce the payload by 70 kg.

EUROBOX XXL
up to 5100 mm

The Eurobox XXL, which is also still in the standard van category, can in a single trip haul freight weighing up to 1200 kg, that can be
loaded into a cargo area accommodating an unbelievable 25 m³. The proportions of the Eurobox XXL are designed to transport both
heavy as well as bulky freight in a single trip. This saves time and money, as will the addition of a sleeper, so you won’t have to look
for expensive hotels on the road. That’s why the Eurobox XXL is an ideal model for both domesic and international transport. The low
ﬂoor height of the Eurobox makes loading without extra equipment easy. The bed lenght of the cargo space in the Eurobox XXL is an
unmatched 4,4 m for the Renault Master and Opel Movano platforms or 4,6 m for the Fiat Ducato, Peugeot Boxer a Citroën Jumper
platforms. Unbeliveble bed lenght of 5,1 m offers VW Crafter and MAN TGE. In 2021 the Mercedes Benz brand will extend our range of
platforms.
Eurobox IZO XXL is similar to the standard Eurobox ultralight XXL. The difference is in the use of special insulating PU panels that
make it possible to transport food goods or medical materials. The heavier insulation panels reduce the payload by 100 kg.

BASIC CONFIGURATION

• Walls and roof 25 mm PU insulated panel, glued into a compactand strong unit
• Plywood ﬂoor 15 mm
• Rear wall of the box body is ﬁtted with a stainless-steel portal with double-leaf doors, two stainless-steel locks, doors
can be ﬁxed in open position
• Luton above cabin as an additional storage space
• Position exterior lighting according to EEC
• Interior LED lights, strips with motion sensor
• Anchor loops on the ﬂoor
• Kick plates protection along front wall and sides
• Protective exterior aluminum molding
• Superstructure rendered in RAL 9003 colors

SLEEPER CAB

plywood floor

cargo space luton

Resting during long trips is a must. And what do you do when
some expensive hotel turns you away at the last minute?
Simply sleep in the van. And very comfortably and for free!
Standard sleeping luton has a LED lights and vent window.
Another option is a comfort extended cab with sleeping
above and with a bench behind seats. In winter you appreciate independent heating with a modular clocks. In case of
the basic specification, luton is designed as cargo space.

lightweight floor

A different type of good, a different type of ﬂoor! Is total weight,
hardness or a slippery surface important to you? Make loading
easier by choosing the right ﬂoor for your Eurobox.

insulated floor

standard luton with sleeping

extended cabin with sleeping and bench

MORE OPTIONS

side flap

single side doors

rear camera

passage through cabin

dividing spacers

cabin back panel upholstery

lowered box body

single side doors “push mini”

full side flap

tow bar

thermometer

independent heating

rear step

double-wing side doors

crane

securing and protective lath

“airline” lath

rear foldable ramp

inner fender inox covers

side step manual / electric

drapes

mud flaps

luton for cooling unit

rear axle air suspension

So many possibilities! We offer three types of side doors to
make handling your freight easy. Ideal to use in tight parking
spaces in the city when you can’t use the rear doors to unload.
Driver satisfaction above all else! Do you sleep on the road,
even when it’s cold? Use independent heating! Do you have
trouble backing up? No problem, the camera display will reliably let know much room you have left.
Transport your freight reliably, safely and above all undamaged! We offer many fastening systems for various types of
freight.
Comfort and practicality for even better use of your Eurobox.
We offer many useful accessories that will help you during
your everyday activities. Eurobox is also very convenient for
flower transport, live animals, furniture, camper conversions,
moving services, mobile food van, or mobile shop.

WEIGHT AND LOAD

XL

XXL

XL

XXL

1250

1200

Maximum payload (kg)

1200

1150

Maximum volume of cargo (m3)

18

22

Maximum volume of cargo (m3)

19,5

23

Number of Euro-pallets

5

7

Number of Euro-pallets

5

7

XL

XXL

XL

XXL

Wheelbase

4332

4332

Wheelbase

4035

4035

Total height

2881

2881

Total height

2924

2924

Total length

6294

7107

Total length

6467

7203

Total width

2102

2102

Total width

2102

2102

Total width including mirrors

2476

2476

Total width including mirrors

2717

2717

Loading width through portal

1962

1962

Loading width through portal

1962

1962

Loading height through portal

2294

2294

Loading height through portal

2294

2294

Approx. floor height

570

590

Approx. floor height

590

600

Width of superstructure

2095

2095

Width of superstructure

2095

2095

Maximum payload (kg)

BASIC DIMENSIONS

INTERNAL DIMENSIONS

XL

XXL

Length

3683

4499

Width

2027

2027

Height

2328

2328

WEIGHT AND LOAD

BASIC DIMENSIONS

VERSION XL
2278

850

555

1962
2027
1385

3683

VERSION XXL

2275

850

1374

1962
1385 2027

4499

INTERNAL DIMENSIONS

XL

XXL

Length

3958

4694

Width

2027

2027

Height

2328

2328

VERSION XL
2181

850

928

1962
1385
2027

3958

VERSION XXL

2182

850

1663

1962
1385 2027

4694

WEIGHT AND LOAD

XL

XXL

1000

950

Maximum volume of cargo (m3)

20

25

Number of Euro-pallets

7

9

Maximum payload (kg)

WANNA SEE MORE?

KEEP FOLLOW US ONLINE

*available from 2021

www.paragan.cz
www.paraganeurobox.com

BASIC DIMENSIONS

XL

XXL

Wheelbase

4490

4490

Total height

2988

2988

Total length

6909

7886

Total width

2084

2084

Total width including mirrors

2427

2427

Loading width through portal

1962

1962

Loading height through portal

2331

2331

Approx. floor height

550

550

Width of superstructure

2084

2084

XL

XXL

Length

4173

5150

Width

2027

2027

Height

2368

2368

INTERNAL DIMENSIONS

VERSION XL

www.facebook.com/nastavbyparagan/
854

2464

www.instagram.com/paraganeurobox/

855

1962
2027
1385

4173

VERSION XXL
2464

854

1833

1962
1385 2027

5151

PARAGANEUROBOX.COM

ENG

